AMIA Academic Forum Seventh Annual Conference

Hosted by Vanderbilt University
Department of Biomedical Informatics
Academic Forum Membership

- 59 registered attendees representing 40 Academic Forum programs
- 38 Full Members
- 15 Emerging Members
- 3 Affiliate Members
- Our first international member this year!
AMIA and the Academic Forum

• Fosters the development of biomedical and health informatics as an academic discipline.
• Provides a vehicle for recommending best practices related to education, scholarship, faculty development, and faculty retention.
• Provides a locus for discussion of national initiatives in informatics and a round table that facilitates collaboration among academic units.
• The Forum is an integral part of AMIA.
The Academic Forum
Executive Committee

- Chair – Cindy Gadd (Vanderbilt University)
- Chair-elect – Chuck Friedman (University of Michigan)
- Past-Chair – Stuart Speedie (University of Minnesota)
- Secretary – Tim Patrick (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
- At-Large – Harold Lehmann (Johns Hopkins University)
- AMIA Board Representative (Ex-Officio) – Rita Kukafka (Columbia University)
- AMIA President and CEO (Ex-Officio) – Kevin Fickenscher
The Academic Forum Annual Conference Program Committee

- Joan Ash (OHSU)
- Mark Carroll (University of California-Davis)
- Prudence Dalrymple (Drexel University)
- Josette Jones (Indiana University)
- Jyoti Pathak (Mayo Clinic)
- Tim Patrick (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
- Stuart Speedie (University of Minnesota)
AMIA Staff

• Ross Martin, Vice-President, Corporate Relations and Business Development
• Wanda Sheridan, Education Program Coordinator
• Jeff Williamson, Vice President, Education and Academic Affairs
Birds of a Feather Sessions

- EHR "Sandboxes" & Other Resources for Education
- After ONC Training Funds
- Regional AMIA Chapters
- Academic Forum Member Data Collection & Dissemination
- Future CI Subspecialty Fellowship Directors
Dinner – Heard Library Community Room, Vanderbilt University

• GET COMFORTABLE!
• Shuttle buses to the Library begin at 5:30 pm
• Walking route through campus: http://goo.gl/maps/IGBvC
• Southern Barbecue and Fixins’
• Music by Tony Ray Jones – Country & Bluegrass
• Shuttle buses begin return route at 7:45pm
Emerging Members Breakfast

• Wednesday Morning, 7:00 – 8:00 am
Tweeting the Academic Forum Conference

• The AMIA Academic Forum hashtag is #AMIA13AF Please include this when you tweet so that the thread can be easily followed by those at the meeting and those following activities promoted by AMIA

• If you are tweeting, please follow @AMIAinformatics

• The URL for the tweetchat room is http://tweetchat.com/room/AMIA13AF

• When you tweet using #AMIA13AF, @AMIAinformatics will also follow your feed via tweetchat and retweet your messages to the 2800 @AMIAinformatics followers

• As a courtesy, if you are tweeting, please send one email message to krista@amia.org with your twitter handle so she can make sure she is following your feed(s)
Vanderbilt DBMI Welcomes You!